Paula __ faced criticism and lost endorsements due to racial comments
China safely landed a robotic rover on the __
President Mohamed Morsi of __ was deposed in a military coup
North __ launched missiles, nuclear tests, and threats of war
Sarin gas was used in the __ civil war, resulting in international protests
This EU country received a 10 Billion Euro bailout in March
Summer rains and __ hit Canada, Argentina, northern India and Europe
Prince __ Alexander Louis was born to William and Kate
On February 15, a __ exploded over Chelyabinsk, Russia
The Baltimore __ won Superbowl XLVII against the San Francisco 49ers
Islamic militants killed 62 people in a shopping mall in __, Kenya
The US Government was shut down from __ 1-16, 2013
Edward __ received asylum in Russia after leaking NSA documents
A mile-wide __ tore through Moore, Oklahoma on May 20th
The Philippines were devastated by __ Haiyan in November
Pope __ XVI resigned and Pope Francis was elected to replace him
Croatia became the 28th member of the __ Union on July 1
In January, terrorists seized a gas plant and 800 __ in Algeria
Three people were killed in a bombing at the Boston __
The Affordable Care Act, or "__", faced technical and political difficulties
In November, Iran agreed to limit nuclear enrichment to relieve __
George __ was acquitted in the death of Trayvon Martin, fueling protests
Over 1000 people died in a building collapse in Savar, __
Congress voted against __ legislation requiring background checks
__ 8 and Defense of Marriage Act were overturned by the Supreme Court
__ rejected a seat on the United Nations Security Council
Nelson Mandela, former President of ____, died on December 5th
On June 30, nineteen __ died in a forest fire in Arizona
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